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ON LOGARITHMIC DERIVATIVES
SHCEN YUAN.
Introduction.
Let C be a ring, always commutative with identity and of prime characteristic p > o. Let C* denote the group of invertible elements of C. Given a derivation () on C, the mappinĝ o : C^-Cd efined by <^o(") = (^u)/u is a group-homomorphism. Now assume () satisfies a polynomial Proof. -Let ^= -3, be the A-derivation on C given by ()iij•= ^;y (7( the Kronecker delta function). Sô
because ^l as a derivation is completely determined by its actions on the //s. Now from Hom^(C, C) = C [^], we know { ^ o^i< p 714 -1 { form a linearly independent C-basis for Hom^/(C, C). (Notice that ^ as an A-endomorphism on the free A-module C of rank p" 4 -1 has a characteristic polynomial of degree p^. Therefore Hom^(C, C) == C[^] implies that every A-endomorphism on C is a C-linear combination in
where the summation runs through all j, o < j < p 7^' and j is not a power of p. So we have the matrix equation That this polynomial must coincide with the characteristic polynomial of c) follows from the fact that { () 1 o ^ i < p /^+l } are linearly independent over C. This completes the proof of the lemma. So A (^) = o. Since j ^ o ^ i < p^ } is linearly independent over CQ at every maximal ideal Q in C, all coefficients of h must vanish because they vanish locally. So f == gX. This completes the proof of the theorem.
COROLLARY 2.5. -Let () be a derivation on a ring C of prime characterictic p > o with A as its kernel. Assume C is a finitely generated projectiue A-module and Hom^(C, C) === C [^]. Then {f€C[t]\W)=o}=XC[t]
for some X (t) = ^t + ^t? + ... + ^ + ... + a^7
1 with a,eA and a,z a non-zero idempotent.
Proof. -Since C is finitely generated and projective as A-module, the map p : q -^ (rank of Cq over Ay) is locally constant on ^2 = Spec A. Hereafter we shall always denote by X the polynomial given by corollary 2.5. THEOREM 2.6.
-Let () be a derivation on a ring C of prime characteristic p > o with A as its kernel. Assume C is a finitely generated projectiue module over A and Hom^(C, C) = C [^]. Then the group P (C/A) of classes of rank one projectiue A-modules split by C is isomorphic to the homology group L (C/A) = (kernel c^)/(image ^o) of the complex
defined by () and X. Proof ( x ). -Let M be a rank one projective A-module such that the C-module M 0 C is free on one generator b. Let F be a finite subset ( y ) Henceforth all tensor-product signs without subscripts will denote tensor product over A.
of A such that the ideal in A generated by F is A and such that for any f^F, the Ay-module M(g)Ay is free on one generator &/([!], p. i38). Given feF, b == ^y(i (g> uy) for some invertible element u/of A/. Now let Q be a prime ideal of C, and let q denote the prime Q n A in A. To any generator b^ for the free A^-module M (g) A^, there is a unique invertible element u^ in CQ given by the equation b == b^(i (g) u^) . It is easily seen that the correspondence Q -> (<^)/u^ is independent of the choice of &Q. In particular, if jfeF is not in q, then (^u/)/u/ goes to (^u^luû nder the canonical homomorphism C/ •-> CQ. This shows Q -> (c)u^uî s a section for the structural sheaf of SpecC. By [4] , p. 86, there is a unique element ze C such that for all Q€ SpecC, the canonical image of z in CQ is (^UQ)IU^ Now ^iZ must be trivial because at each Q,
If b' is another generator for the free C-module M (g) C, and z' is the element in C to correspond, then z' == z modulo image Oo. So we have a well-defined mapping 7 :
Obviously ^ is a group-homomorphism. To show it is one-to-one, assume z = ^u/u for some ueC. Then for any Qe SpecC, u^ == iiaf or some a^eA^, (i (g) ^) (6 [i(g) u-']) must be zero in M (g) C because at every Q, This shows (OUQ^UQ= (() ^^c^y(^a,c^ = z, and hence ^ is onto.
This completes the proof of the theorem. We list some special cases of theorem 2.6. When C is a field, the following is the well-known theorem of Jacobson ( [7] , theorem 15].
COROLLARY 2.7. -Let C be a semi-local ring of prime characteristic p > o. Let () be a derivation on C with A as its kernel such that C is a finitely generated projectiue module over A and Hom^(C, C) = C [()} ( 3 ).

Then the sequence
is exact. In the above corollary, if C is a noetherian integrally closed domain, the hypothesis that C over A is finitely generated and projective can be relaxed to C over A is finitely presented, that is, there is an exact sequence of A-modules Proof. -Let d be a divisor in A which becomes a principal divisor (z) in C. Then for each prime ideal Q of height one in C, there is some ZQ in K such that | z \ Q = [ ZQ \Q, where [ \Q is the discrete valuation on C given by Q. So z == UQZQ for some invertible element UQ in CQ. This shows for any () in g, ^z/z == (^UQ/UQ is an element of CQ for all prime Q of height one. So ^z/z is an element of C because C is a Krull domain. Since ^ == ^u (2 el/, ueC*) is equivalent to (^ (z/u) == o for all 0 in (/, or in other words z\u e K*, the correspondence d -> ^ gives rise to a one-to-one group-homomorphism A :
To prove the map is onto, let z be an element of L* such that ^z/ze C for all () in ^. We claim that if | z \q^-o modulo p, then the ramification index <? (0) of Q over A must be one. Let t € Q be a uniformizing variable for Q, that is, /C^ == @CQ. So z == ut 71 for some invertible element u in C^, and But Aq is a discrete valuation ring, CQ as a finitely generated torsion-free A/y-module must be free, so height one, theorem 2.9 is given by SAMUEL ( [8] , theorem 2). The monomorphism part of theorem 2.9 is also given by HALLIER ( [6] , p. 8924). That this monomorphism in general is by no means onto is clear from the following. REMARK 2.11. -The hypothesis Hom^(C, C) = C[<)} cannot be dropped from theorems 2.6 and 2.9. Consider the polynomial ring C =E [x, y, z] where E is a field of characteristic 2. Let ()' be thê -derivation on C given bŷ x == y\ ()'y ==x 2 and 6'z == xyz.
Then C is a free module over A === kernel ()' == E [x\ z/ 2 , z 2 ]. The latter is a unique factorization domain, so both P (C/A) and r(C/A) are trivial. L (C/A, 0') however is not trivial : O'zfz = xy is an element of C while C* is just E\ the image of C* in C + is trivial. If instead of ()', we consider the E-derivation () on C given by Ox == i, Oy = x and Oz == xy, then Hom^ (C, C) = C [^] . The sequence C* -> C^ -> A 4 -given by ^ and its characteristic polynomial I s is exact, and
